Dynamic nature of electrocardiographic waveform predicts rescue shock outcome in porcine ventricular fibrillation.
Survival decreases with duration of ventricular fibrillation, and it is possible that failed rescue shocks increase myocardial damage. Structure in the ECG signal during ventricular fibrillation can be quantified by using the scaling exponent, a dimensionless measure that correlates with ventricular fibrillation duration. This study examined whether the scaling exponent could predict rescue shock success and whether unsuccessful rescue shocks altered the structure of the ventricular fibrillation waveform and the responsiveness to subsequent rescue shocks. Ventricular fibrillation was electrically induced in 44 anesthetized swine, which were randomly assigned to receive 70-J biphasic rescue shocks at 2, 4, 6, 8, or 10 minutes. If rescue shocks failed, up to 2 subsequent rescue shocks were performed at 2-minute intervals. The scaling exponent was calculated at 1-second intervals from ECG to quantify the organization of the ventricular fibrillation waveform. A total of 92 rescue shocks were delivered, of which 23 successfully converted ventricular fibrillation to an organized rhythm (immediate success). After these 23 rescue shocks, 14 swine sustained organized rhythms for more than 30 seconds (sustained success). Lower scaling exponent values were associated with increased probability of successful rescue shocks. Receiver operating characteristic curves had an area under the curve of 0.86 for immediate rescue shock success and 0.93 for sustained rescue shock success. Failed rescue shocks increased the rate of scaling exponent increase over time but did not appear to affect subsequent rescue shock success when the scaling exponent was taken into account. Highly deterministic ventricular fibrillation, reflected by a low scaling exponent, predicted rescue shock success regardless of antecedent failed rescue shocks. In addition, unsuccessful rescue shocks might decrease post-rescue shock ventricular fibrillation waveform organization.